Arising from the classification of the matrix-roots of a nonnegative imprimitive irreducible matrix, we present results concerning the Jordan chains of an h-cyclic matrix. We also present ancillary results applicable to nonnegative imprimitive irreducible matrices and demonstrate these results via examples.
Introduction
The study of nonnegative matrices has its roots in the Perron-Frobenius Theorem, which asserts that a nonnegative irreducible matrix has a positive eigenvector associated with its spectral radius. This study has been extended to include results on reducible nonnegative matrices. For surveys of some of these results see [1] , [6] , and [16] . Spectral properties of nonnegative matrices have proven very useful in the study of other related classes of matrices such as M-matrices (see [1] ) and eventually nonnegative matrices (see, e.g., [3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10, 13, 14, 12, 19, 18] ).
The focus of this article is to exploit the cyclicity of the spectrum of hcyclic matrices to glean more information about the generalized eigenvectors of nonnegative and eventually nonnegative matrices. In [17] , Tam observed that, for nonnegative irreducible imprimitive matrices, it is possible to predict the structure of the peripheral eigenvectors from the Perron vector. This idea is now extended to the generalized eigenvectors and Jordan chains of all the eigenvalues associated with any h-cyclic matrix, and irreducible nonnegative matrices in particular. We use these results in our paper on matrix-roots of imprimitive irreducible nonnegative matrices [11] .
Notation and Definitions
Denote by i the imaginary unit, i.e., i := √ −1. When convenient, an indexed set of the form {x i , x i+1 , . . . , x i+j } is abbreviated to {x k } i+j k=i . For h ∈ N, h > 1, R(h) := {0, 1, . . . , h − 1} ω := exp (2πi/h) ∈ C,
and Ω * h := 1, ω, . . . , ω h−1 ∈ C n .
(2.2)
Denote by M n (C) (M n (R)) the algebra of complex (respectively, real) n × n matrices. Given A ∈ M n (C), the spectrum of A is denoted by σ (A); the spectral radius of A is denoted by ρ = ρ (A); and the peripheral spectrum, denoted by π (A), is the multi-set given by The direct sum of the matrices A 1 , . . . , A k , where
For c = (c 1 , . . . , c n ) ∈ C n , the circulant matrix or circulant of c, denoted by circ(c), is the n × n matrix
For n ∈ N, let
For A, B ∈ M n (C), the hadamard product of A and B, denoted by A • B, is the n × n matrix whose (i, j)-entry is a ij b ij .
Preliminaries
For notation and definitions concerning the combinatorial stucture of a matrix, i.e., the location of the zero-nonzero entries of a matrix, we follow [2] and [7] ; for further results concerning combinatorial matrix theory, see [2] and references therein.
A directed graph (or simply digraph) Γ = (V, E) consists of a finite, nonempty set V of vertices, together with a set E ⊆ V × V of arcs. For A ∈ M n (C), the directed graph (or simply digraph) of A, denoted by Γ = Γ (A), has vertex set V = {1, . . . , n} and arc set E = {(i, j) ∈ V × V : a ij = 0}. If R, C ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, then A[R|C] denotes the submatrix of A whose rows and columns are indexed by R and C, respectively.
A digraph Γ is strongly connected if for any two distinct vertices u and v of Γ, there is a walk in Γ from u to v (following [2] , we consider every vertex of V as strongly connected to itself). For a strongly connected digraph Γ, the index of imprimitivity is the greatest common divisor of the the lengths of the closed walks in Γ. A strong digraph is primitive if its index of imprimitivity is one, otherwise it is imprimitive.
For n ≥ 2, a matrix A ∈ M n (C), is reducible if there exists a permutation matrix P such that ). For h ≥ 2, a digraph Γ = (V, E) is cyclically h-partite if there exists an ordered partition Π = (π 1 , . . . , π h ) of V into h nonempty subsets such that for each arc (i, j) ∈ E, there exists ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , h} such that i ∈ π ℓ and j ∈ π ℓ+1 (where V h+1 := V 1 ). For h ≥ 2, a strong digraph Γ is cyclically h-partite if and only if h divides the index of imprimitivity (see, e.g., [2, p. 70 
]).
A matrix A ∈ M n (C) is called h-cyclic (terminology was introduced in [15] ) if Γ (A) is cyclically h-partite and if Γ (A) is cyclically h-partite with ordered partition Π, then A is said to be h-cyclic with partition Π or that Π describes the h-cyclic structure of A.
If A is h-cyclic with consecutive ordered partition Π, then A has the block form
where
. For any h-cyclic matrix A, there exists a permutation matrix P such that P ⊤ AP is h-cyclic with consecutive ordered partition. The cyclic index or index of cyclicity of A is the largest h for which A is h-cyclic. 
An irreducible nonnegative matrix A is primitive if Γ (A) is primitive, and the index of imprimitivity of A is the index of imprimitivity of Γ (A). If

]).
Following [7] , given an ordered partition Π = (π 1 , . . . , π h ) of {1, . . . , n} into h nonnempty subsets, the cyclic characteristic matrix, denoted by χ Π , is the n × n matrix whose (i, j)-entry is 1 if there exists ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , h} such that i ∈ π ℓ and j ∈ π ℓ+1 , and 0 otherwise. For an ordered partition Π = (π 1 , . . . , π h ) of {1, . . . , n} into h nonnempty subsets, note that (1) χ Π is h-cyclic and Γ (χ Π ) contains every arc (i, j) for i ∈ π ℓ and j ∈ π ℓ+1 ; and
Finally, we recall the Perron-Frobenius Theorem for irreducible imprimitive matrices.
Theorem 3.1 (see, e.g., [1, 8] ). Let A ∈ M n (R), n ≥ 2, and suppose that A is irreducible, nonnegative, and h is the cyclic index of A. Then 
Jordan Chains of h-cyclic matrices
Unless otherwise noted, in this section it is assumed that A ∈ M n (C) is nonsingular, h-cyclic with ordered-partition Π, and has the form (3.1).
The following lemma is describes the Jordan structure of A.
is a right Jordan chain corresponding to λ ∈ σ (A), where x 0,j is partitioned conformably with A as
. . .
is a right Jordan chain corresponding to λω k .
If y j,0 r j=1
is a left Jordan chain corresponding to λ ∈ σ (A), where y j,0 is partitioned conformably with A as
is a left Jordan chain corresponding to λω k .
Proof. For k = 0, the result holds by hypothesis;, thus we assume that k > 0. Next, note that the following facts are easily established:
For ease of notation, let h+1 := 1. As a consequence of the h-cyclic structure of A, for i = 1, . . . , h and j = 1, . . . , r, note that the i th component of the column vector Ax 0,j is given by
By hypothesis, 6) so that, following (4.2) -(4.6), for k = 1, . . . , h − 1
i.e., λω k , x k,1 constitutes a right-eigenpair for A. By hypothesis, for j = 2, . . . , r,
so that, following (4.5) and (4.7),
Following (4.1) -(4.4), (4.5), and (4.7), for i = 1, . . . , h and j = 2, . . . , r,
We now prove the second assertion; for ease of notation, let 1 − 1 := h. As a consequence of the h-cyclic structure of A, for j = 1, . . . , r and i = 1, . . . , h, the i th component of the row vector y 
is a left-eigenpair for A. By hypothesis, for j = 1, . . . , r − 1,
hence, following (4.8) and (4.10),
Following (4.1) -(4.4), (4.8)
, and (4.9), for j = 1, . . . , r − 1 and i = 1, . . . , h,
and the proof is complete. 
and for k = 0, 1, . . . , h − 1 and ℓ = 1, . . . , r − 1, the matrix
Proof. The result is trivial when k = 0, so we assume that k > 0.
To establish the first claim, for ℓ = 1, . . . , r and k = 1, . . . , h − 1
whence it follows that
Following (4.2) and (4.4), (ω
and the first claim is established.
To establish the second claim, for ℓ = 1, . . . , r − 1 and k = 1, . . . , h − 1 note that
Because ω ℓ is an hth-root of unity for ℓ ∈ Z, note that, for ℓ = 1, . . . , h − 1,
Thus,
Remark 4.5.
With Ω * h as defined in (2.2) and
it follows that a Jordan form of a nonsingular h-cylic matrix A has the form is a right Jordan chain for λω k , k = 1, . . . , h − 1.
We are now ready to present the following. 
Following Lemma 4.3, and upon reversing the sums, 
Consider the matrix
Following Corollary 4.7, Γ (A 1 ) = Γ (χ Π ) and AA 1 = A 1 A; moreover, following Theorem 3.1, there exist positive vectors x and y such that Ax = x and y ⊤ A = y ⊤ . If x and y are partitioned conformably with A as
. . . 
